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It seems entirely fitting that Maurice Sendak was born on the same day that Mickey Mouse first
made his cartoon debut--June 10, 1928. Sendak was crazy about cartoons and comic books,
and at twelve, after seeing Disney's Fantasia, he decided that he was going to become an
illustrator. His love of childrens books began early: often sick and confined to bed, little Maurice
read and read and read. Though many of his own stories were light and funny, the most
important ones--Where the Wild Things Are, In the Night Kitchen, Outside Over There--dealt
with anger, jealousy, abandonment, content that had never before been the subject of picture
books. As well as covering career highlights, this easy to read, illustrated biography also
describes the personal life of this genius.Who Was Maurice Sendak is perfect for kids wild about
one of the most influential children's book artists of the twentieth century!

About the AuthorJanet B. Pascal is the author of Who Was Dr. Seuss? and Who Was Abraham
Lincoln? She lives in New York City.
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Who Was Ernest Shackleton? Who Was Betsy Ross? Who Was Amelia Earhart?



Jennifer L Gump, “Touching story. Not felt to be age appropriate for 9 ya old, however. Too
graphic. Too much harsh reality for ages of grandchildren at this juncture, but will save it for later.
In the meantime, we treasure Sendaks books!”

Jan, “Great Series!. I use this series of Biographies with my 2nd Grade class and they are
fabulous. They are easy to read and filled with important information that help my students
complete a comprehensive Biography Project. As new Biographies are released, I purchase
them and add to them to my ever-growing collection.”

Brit Anderson, “Great Book for a young reader. This is obviously very short and geared toward a
very young reader, but it has some pretty interesting insights and knowledge of Sendak that I
hadn't heard before.”

amrtine, “Wonderful book.. Appropriate for all ages”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. another great addition to "Who Was....?" books.”

Ann, “Five Stars. Thanks”

Karen Wiggins, “Five Stars. Very interested in the life of this wonderful illustrator!”

The book by Patricia McCormick has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 27 people have provided feedback.
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